Evaluation and management of common dental implant complications

Dr. Jay B. Reznick presents a comprehensive discussion of implant failures and their management

It is important to appreciate the fact that dental implant surgery is SURGERY. It is invasive and can have irreversible effects on patients. Before dentists begin incorporating implant surgery in to their practice, they must understand the difference between a technician and a doctor. The technician understands, usually quite well, “how” to do a procedure. But in order to be successful as an implant surgeon, it is necessary to be a doctor. There is nothing that we can do in surgery that is without complications. So, in order to properly manage and hopefully avoid most complications, a doctor must also understand the “why,” the “why not,” and the “what if” of the procedure he/she is performing.

One of the most important things we do as part of the treatment planning process is to educate our patients about the benefits and potential risks of surgery. Patients and clinicians both want to think of dental implants as being permanent replacements for missing teeth. I like to tell my patients that “dental implants are as permanent as your permanent teeth.” That is, with good care and a bit of luck, the implants can last them a very long time. But just as their permanent teeth can be lost prematurely, so can dental implants, and no matter how good our technology and surgical skills, we cannot do better than nature. That goes a long way to help them understand the situation when implants do fail. There are a number of reasons that dental implants can fail. These can be due to patient factors, such as diabetes, smoking, medications that impair wound healing, and bone repair,1 as well as parafunctional habits that can put excess biomechanical stress on a dental implant.2 Sometimes implants are doomed to fail because the clinician failed to completely examine the patient and was not aware of an anatomical factor that put the fixture in a compromised position. Other times, it is inadequate surgical technique or perioperative care that is responsible for implant failure. But sometimes, no matter how well-planned, executed, and cared-for implant treatment may be, good old bad luck may be the culprit. A comprehensive discussion of implant failures and their management would fill an entire textbook and still be incomplete. Due to space limitations, I will only discuss some of the common ones. Implant failure can occur at any point in time, but for discussion, let’s categorize complications into those that occur at the time of placement, those during the integration phase, and those once the implant has been restored.
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Complications related to implant placement

Implant position complications

The primary causes of implant failure can be attributed to poor planning and placement. A natural tooth, which is attached to the alveolar bone through a vascularized periodontal ligament space, may be only partially supported within bone. In contrast, it is imperative that there be an adequate volume of healthy bone surrounding a dental implant. Most of the data suggest that there should be at least a thickness of 1.8 mm–2.0 mm of healthy bone on the buccal (facial) and lingual (palatal) aspects of each implant fixture, as well as 1.5 mm or more between an implant and a natural tooth,3 and 3.0 mm between adjacent implants.4 One should keep in mind that these values are minimums. Violation of this minimal bone thickness leads to compromised vascular supply to the surrounding bone at the crest, lower loading handling during function, and ultimately bony resorption, resulting in implant failure, as well as potential loss of neighboring teeth. This is a situation that should be a thing of the past. When I trained in oral and maxillofacial surgery, we used only a panoramic radiograph, study models, and clinical examination to treatment plan implant surgery cases. It was impossible to accurately appreciate the three-dimensional anatomy of the patient’s jaws to determine ridge form and volume. Surgical guides, if they were even
used, were only reference appliances for the initial and subsequent osteotomies. Even if the first drill was placed through a sleeve in the guide, there was no depth control, and subsequent drills were all used freehand, so the implant trajectory could deviate during site preparation. As the radiographs being used only provided a 2-D image, a clinician could not easily assess the shape of the ridge in the buccal-lingual dimension unless a full flap was placed. This could lead to implant placement outside the confines of the ridge which may not be apparent until failure initiated. (Figures 1 and 2). In addition, most implant sites were accessed through surgical flaps. It was not unusual for the implant position, size, and/or angulation requiring modification once the ridge was directly visualized.

This type of placement error should now be a thing of the past, as 3D CBCT imaging and treatment planning software are readily available in an increasing number of dental practices, and more implant systems are developing fully guided (CBCT-based) implant surgery kits (Figure 3). These advancements in implantology allow the clinician to fully evaluate the bony and soft tissue architecture based on a prosthetically driven treatment plan helping eliminate any surprises at the surgical phase. This allows the implant positions to be planned on a 3D image of the jaws such that they are within an adequate volume of bone, correctly spaced and in line with the proposed prosthesis (Figure 4). The surgical guide produced from this data, along with the corresponding surgical kit, allows the implant fixtures to be placed as planned, with a minimal margin of error, which is below the threshold of what the human eye can discern. If, during planning, there is determined to be a deficiency in bone volume, that issue can be addressed in a pre-implant surgical procedure or at the time of implant placement, whichever is most appropriate. With today’s technology and surgical techniques, implant placement errors should be a rare occurrence.
Sinus violation

Another potential source of implant failure is the violation of the floor of the maxillary sinus and Schneiderian membrane at the time of surgery. For the most part, minor perforations should have little or any adverse consequences. The body has a remarkable capacity for recovery and minor tears in the membrane will heal uneventfully the majority of the time. When an oral and maxillofacial surgeon performs a Le Fort osteotomy procedure for a congenital jaw deformity, the sinus walls are completely severed, and the sinus membrane is circumferentially divided. Titanium plates and screws are used to stabilize the maxilla in its new position. No attempt is made to repair the sinus membrane, and the circumvestibular incision is closed in two layers. Even with this massive violation, sinus infections and screw failures are extremely rare (Figure 5). So, the fear of a small sinus floor perforation and tear in the lining membrane resulting in implant failure is significantly overrated.

What usually leads to posterior maxillary implant failure is an inadequate thickness of bone to provide primary mechanical stabilization to the implant fixture. With the lower density and thus quality of bone in the posterior maxilla, a minimum of 5 mm of solid bone is required to give a high likelihood of success. When this minimum requirement is violated, implant mobility leading to infection and failure is inevitable. Again, 3D CBCT treatment planning combined with an adequate amount of education will prevent most occurrences of this complication.

Soft tissue problems

Another factor that frequently leads to implant failure is an inadequacy of keratinized tissue around the fixture, potentiating the possibility of peri-implantitis, which then leads to bone loss and implant mobility. A very common statement I hear from inexperienced implantologists is the belief that having a CBCT, digital plan, and a surgical guide based on this plan, gives them the ability to place implants through a tissue-punch incision. This demonstrates a lack of understanding of implant surgical principles. The ability of performing “flapless” implant surgery is based on having an adequate bone and keratinized tissue volume. If either is deficient and requires modification, than an open surgical approach with a flap is required. A natural tooth has a defined biologic width, which is the sum of the thickness of the connective tissue, junctional epithelium, and sulcus depth. This usually measures 2.0 mm–3.0 mm around a healthy tooth. For a dental implant, a minimum of 2.0 mm of attached gingival tissue around the emergence of the fixture is necessary to avoid violation of the biologic width and development of peri-implant soft tissue inflammation. If less than this is available, the tissue should be modified to develop additional keratinized tissue.

Nerve injury

Another complication related to treatment planning is injury to the inferior alveolar or lingual nerves. Lingual nerve injury can generally be avoided by keeping incisions away from the lingual aspect of the posterior mandibular ridge, and by ensuring that reflection of any lingual tissue is kept in the plane between the periosteum and alveolar bone. A full thickness flap in this area elevates the lingual nerve with the tissue lessening an incidence of damage to this nerve, which may occur if a partial thickness flap was utilized. Injury to the inferior alveolar nerve is caused by violation of the inferior alveolar canal by implant osteotomy drills or fixtures. This is something that is easier to prevent with proper treatment planning and careful surgical technique. The mandibular (inferior alveolar) nerve passes through the mandible from the lingula to the mental foramen, transversing the body of the mandible, then exiting via the mental foramen into the lower lip. The position of the mandibular canal is extremely variable. Periapical radiographs are completely inadequate for determining the distance between the mandibular canal and the alveolar crest due to elongation or foreshortening artifact. At the minimum, a panoramic radiograph is required, taking into account a 20%–25% magnification factor in images taken on a panoramic unit. This magnification varies unit brand to unit brand and is not constant over the width of the panoramic image. The implant surgeon must keep in mind that for most systems, the tip...
of the osteotomy drills extends up to 0.5 mm beyond the apical end of the implant fixture. A margin of safety of 2.0 mm should be factored in when planning the length of the fixture to be placed.8

If this distance is violated, by either an osteotomy drill or an implant fixture, injury to the inferior alveolar nerve may occur (Figure 6). We categorize the injury by the Seddon Classification, which stratifies severity of injury and prognosis for recovery (Figure 7). The least severe injury is generally due to blunt trauma or stretching of the nerve, is referred to as “neuropraxia.” In this category, there is no physical disruption of nerve fibers. There may be contusion and the resulting hematoma beneath the epineurium, the sheath, which surrounds the bundle of nerve fibers; but there is no loss of continuity of the nerve. Patients will describe a sensation of “tingling” in their lip or tongue, have reduced sensation, but no areas of total lack of sensation or pain. This group has the best prognosis for a full recovery. Next is “axonotmesis” in which there is damage to the nerve fibers, but the perineurium, which surrounds nerve bundles, is intact. This may result due to the implant “crushing” the nerve, and the resulting pressure leads to the deficit. The deficit will be more profound, and recovery will be slower and possibly incomplete. The key to treatment of this type injury when the implant is impinging on the nerve is early identification and either removal of the implant or backing it out of the osteotomy to relieve the pressure on the nerve before implant integration can occur and atrophy of the nerve results. The most severe injury is classified as a “neurotmesis.” Here, there is severance and disruption of individual nerve fibers. It may be partial or complete. These patients will have areas of total anesthesia and may have painful “dysesthesia” (abnormal altered sensation), and have the worst prognosis.

When a patient reports symptoms of a nerve injury after surgery, the first step is explanation to the patient of what occurred, followed by careful examination and documentation of the deficit, followed by a discussion of the severity of the injury, what to expect, and what to do about it. In the case of mandibular nerve injury, immediate imaging with CBCT or medical CT scanning is recommended to determine the extent of violation of the inferior alveolar canal. If imaging shows that the implant fixture is in close proximity or within the mandibular canal, prudent management dictates removal of the implant. The use of corticosteroids may have some benefit to reduce the duration of deficit for neuropraxia or mild axonotmesis cases. Return of sensation may be in days or could take 6 months or more, depending on severity. Gabapentin may help patients with painful sensations. In cases of neurotmesis, especially when there is total anesthesia or dysesthesia, surgical intervention may be indicated if improvement is minimal after 3 months. Referral to a neurologist is appropriate and, when indicated, should be done as early as possible to limit further damage to the nerve.

This complication is a good one to avoid, as it is a common cause of litigation against dentists. With the technology available to the implant surgeon today, it should be extremely rare. Three-dimensional imaging with CBCT allows for very accurate analysis of the position of the inferior alveolar canal at the sites of implant placement. Computerized treatment planning can be used to select the ideal fixture size, width, and position to avoid the mandibular nerve and maximize implant success (Figure 8). Combined with a surgical guide derived from this plan, CBCT-guided surgical techniques control the position, angulation and depth of each osteotomy and fixture placed (Figures 9-10). Following this protocol, inferior alveolar nerve injury can be completely avoided. The only other etiology for injury to either the mandibular, long buccal, or lingual nerve remains that from injection of local anesthetic. For many simple implant cases, a block injection can be avoided by...
simple infiltration of local anesthetic directly over the surgical site. Since the only innervation to an edentulous region is via the periosteum, good local anesthesia can be obtained for implant placement by infiltration alone.9

Bleeding

Bleeding during implant surgery can come from either inside the bone or from the soft tissues outside the bone. As long as the inferior alveolar vessels are avoided, most intraosseous bleeding encountered during implant site preparation can be stopped by simply placing the implant in the osteotomy. Bleeding from the soft tissue can be much more problematic. The most problematic area is from the sublingual and submandibular regions due to penetration of an osteotomy drill through the lingual cortex of the mandible (lingual perforation). Depending on the degree and location of injury, bleeding can be minor or cause a small hematoma to develop in the floor of the mouth (Figure 11) or result in severe hemorrhage, which can cause life-threatening obstruction of the airway.10 Firm direct pressure over the area of bleeding should be the first response.11 Surgical exposure for the purpose of cauterization or ligation of vessels should be performed by only those experienced in this procedure. The status of the airway should be carefully monitored, and intubation or tracheostomy should be considered if any airway compromise is observed. Those patients who have this issue arise should not be dismissed until the surgeon is confident that the bleeding has stopped or should be transported to the ER for further treatment so that the airway is not compromised. Again, this complication is best avoided by obtaining a 3D CBCT scan prior to surgery in order to identify any anatomic factors, such as concavity below the mylohyoid ridge, which may increase the risk of this complication. Accurate implant placement, utilizing a guided implant protocol will minimize or eliminate this possible risk.

Overheating injury

Overproduction of heat during osteotomy preparation results in necrosis of bone, leading to implant failure. Measures to prevent this include using copious irrigation with isotonic saline to cool and lubricate the drills, using light pressure on drills, utilizing short intermittent strokes to remove drilling debris and facilitate irrigant getting into the osteotomy sites, and reducing drill speeds as the drill diameter increases.12

Complications during the integration phase

Peri-implant soft tissue inflammation

Despite meticulous treatment planning and surgical technique, an implant may present with inflammation, swelling, and pain in the surrounding tissues.13 A periapical radiograph should be taken to rule out severe bone loss or the development of a radiolucent margin between the implant and bone. Both of these findings suggest implant failure, and the fixture should be considered for removal (Figure 12). If the implant is otherwise stable, and there are no radiographic changes, conservative management should include light debridement by the clinician with implant curettes, along with irrigation with chlorhexidine rinse.14 The patient should be placed on a broad-spectrum antibiotic, such as amoxicillin, cephalaxin, or clindamycin. For home care, gentle irrigation with a pulsed-water flosser once daily is helpful. Adding a few drops of sodium hypochlorite to the water reservoir will serve as a very effective bacteriocidal agent to sterilize the sulcus around the implant. The patient should be monitored carefully until the situation resolves. This inflammation could be an early sign of implant failure. Occlusion on the implants’ prosthetics should also be evaluated and adjusted as needed to rule out an occlusion component.

Sinusitis

In general, a minor penetration of an implant fixture into the maxillary sinus, even
Implant mobility

If implant mobility is detected during the integration stage, the likelihood of the implant integrating is low, and further bone loss will occur if conservative management and observation are employed. The implant should be removed as soon as this is observed, the site thoroughly debrided of the inflammatory and fibrous tissue that formed between the implant and bone, followed by copious irrigation and bone grafting of the defect in anticipation of new implant placement 3 to 6 months in the future following complete site healing and fill of the osteotomy by the osseous graft placed.

Tooth movement

This complication during the integration phase is rarely mentioned because it does not lead to implant fixture failure. But it can lead to restorative failure in some cases. Mesial tooth migration is a known phenomenon. We have all seen mesial tipping of third molars into the second molar space after it has been extracted. Any tooth has the potential to tilt mesially into an edentulous space over time (Figure 13). Teeth may also hypererupt toward the other arch when the opposing tooth is missing. The rate at which this occurs is extremely variable. Patients can be missing a tooth for years, and no movement of the opposing or distal teeth will occur. Or, it can happen in a matter of months. If a dental implant was placed into the edentulous ridge, movement of surrounding teeth can dramatically affect the restorability of the implant. Since it is difficult to predict which patients will exhibit rapid tooth movement, I always recommend some type of space maintaining appliance be worn until a provisional or final restoration can be placed. My preference is an Essix bridge, which is inexpensive to make and does not rest on the extraction site or implant head. Generally, 8 hours per day of wear is sufficient to prevent this complication.

Complications once the implant has been restored

Peri-implantitis

Most post-restoration implant complications are related to inflammation and resulting bone loss. The signs and symptoms include tenderness, pain, inflammation, purulent drainage, and bone loss. Following the integration period has passed, debridement around the implant fixture can be more aggressive versus during the first few months. All surrounding granulation tissue should be debrided using implant-safe curettes, and then copiously irrigated with sterile saline. As mentioned with peri-implantitis during the integration phase, a broad-spectrum antibiotic is recommended, as well as intrasulcular irrigation with a pulsed-water flosser once daily. A few drops of sodium hypochlorite added to the reservoir tank helps maintain a relatively healthy sulcus. There may be some gingival recession as the inflammation subsides.

If there is bone loss around the implant, but it is still stable, bone regenerative techniques may be used in addition to the preceding protocol to attempt to improve bone levels and reduce pocket depth. The prosthesis should be removed, and a cover screw placed to facilitate access and allow for coverage with a membrane. In addition, the defect should be treated with citric acid or tetracycline solution, and followed by sterile saline rinses before bone grafting material and a membrane are added. If despite attempts to salvage the implant, bone loss continues and mobility develops, the implant fixture should be removed, the site thoroughly debrided, and bone regeneration techniques employed. Early intervention when these issues are initially identified increases the prognosis of treating an ailing implant, whereas watching and waiting tends to lead to implant loss as the bone loss progresses to the point where salvaging the implant is not possible.

Cement sepsis

Fixed implant-supported prostheses can be either screw-retained or cement-retained. A properly made crown should be closely adapted to the implant abutment, with space for only a thin layer of cement. If an excess amount of cement is used, this will extravasate through the interface between the crown and abutment when the crown is seated extruding into the sulcus. Cement in the sulcus around a dental implant sets up an inflammatory response, and significant bone loss can result (Figure 14), even leading to failure of the fixture when intervention is not initiated soon enough. This situation is best avoided by using a very thin layer of a zinc oxide-based temporary cement for implant crowns. A bitewing radiograph may show cement if it is located in the interproximal areas, but it will not be radiographically visible on the lingual or buccal sulci. The margins should be carefully cleaned and checked for excess cement. Ideally, in the posterior non-esthetic regions, cemented margins should be kept supragingival. In the anterior esthetic zone, they should be no more than 1 mm subgingival. Cement sepsis should always be considered when
a patient presents with peri-implantitis, especially in the first 6 months after crown cementation. It should be treated using the same technique as for peri-implantitis.

Closing thoughts

Once a dental implant issue is recognized, it should be managed immediately. Implant problems will not get better on their own. One of the basic principles taught in surgical residency is that a clinician should be comfortable managing the most common complications associated with any particular procedure before that clinician ever attempts that procedure. The same principle applies to all dentists who begin placing dental implants in their practice. As I mentioned in the first paragraph of this article, dental implant surgery is invasive and can cause irreversible injury to patients. Clinicians should be sure to educate themselves on both the science and technical aspects of implant surgery before performing their first procedure and then build upon that experience before attempting more advanced cases.
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